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MAKE SUNDAY LUNCHTIME YOUR FINEST HOUR

PROUD TO SERVE
SUNDAY 2 APRIL

THE GREAT BRITISH
SUNDAYLUNCH

The RAF Benevolent Fund is proud to serve you, your colleagues, 
veterans, dependants and families in times of need. Will you be proud to serve 

a Great British Sunday Lunch to support us? It is a fun and tasty way to raise 
money by doing what we Brits do best: having a good old-fashioned get-together 

with friends and family over lunch.  

Register today and we will send you your fundraising kit with everything  
you need to make your Sunday lunch a Great British Sunday Lunch.

Visit rafbf.org/gbsl or call 0300 770 1350

#GBSL17
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Views expressed in Envoy, unless stated otherwise, are those of the author alone and do not necessarily reflect the official opinion of Envoy, the RAF or the Ministry of Defence.
No responsibility for the quality of goods or services advertised in Envoy can be accepted by the Publishers or Printers and advertisements are accepted on the express condition that the advertiser
warrants that they in no way contravene the provisions of The Trades Descriptions Act 1968 nor any other prevailing legislation in the United Kingdom.
The Publishers reserve the right to refuse acceptance of any advertisement without stating a reason.
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Spring always leads me to think of planning the odd break or two away and we
have two offerings in this issue that might entice that diary of yours to come out.
For the grown-ups (do we ever consider ourselves as grown-ups I wonder?) there’s
the opportunity to book time out on the water, slowing life right down with a
break cruising RAF Leeming’s narrowboat on the Llangollen Canal. Or, if a free trip
away with or without children in the New Forest appeals then you could try the
uber modern Tile Barn Outdoor Centre. Not only does the Centre offer a whole
glamping experience in ‘Poppy Pods’ and activities to join in on, but historically its
location is actually a former World War I hospital centre in Brockenhurst, which also
became the New Zealand General Hospital where 21,000 NZ casualties were treated
until 1919.

As we try and source prize opportunities for you as our
readers, it’s a pleasure to offer our younger audience this
time the chance to win a signed fiction series of books
by author, Tom Palmer. The ‘Wings’ series is made up of
three books and written with inspiration from Tom talking
personally to RAF families. Read about children who go
back into the past to fly great RAF planes. Tom is the
Writer in Residence for the RAF Museum and he’s been
kind enough to donate the series. You can find out more
on page 39 and make use of the tear-out slip to enter.

Ending on a lead in to our first article, I’d like to highlight
our new and regular slot. It’s a ‘Personnel and Policy News’
section which Air Commodore Simon Harper will bring to
you as Head of Personnel Policy for the RAF. He’ll share with
those of you who are serving the latest on personnel news. Your feedback is welcome
and if you have any questions you’d like to put to the Air Cdre, send them to us at
enquiries@raf-ff.org.ukenquiries@raf-ff.org.uk 

Why should YOU contact
the Federation?

The RAF Families Federation is funded by the
RAF but sits outside the Chain of Command as an
independent organisation. We represent all RAF
personnel – be they Regular, Reserve, single, married
or in a partnership, together with their families.

We provide a voice for the issues and concerns
you have about life in the RAF, and we have direct
access to senior RAF and MOD staffs as well as
Government Ministers.

To do all this, we need to hear from you on issues
such as quality of life, accommodation, health,
education, pay and allowances Everyone’s views and
concerns are important to us.

Key things to remember:

• We work with the RAF/MOD and not against them

• We don’t undermine the chain of command; we
work with them but will dig them in the ribs on
your behalf when necessary

• We will signpost you to the ‘best’ experts to help
you if required

• We always maintain your anonymity and respect
your privacy

• We always maintain a fair and balanced approach

Remember:
If you don’t tell us, we can’t tell them.

Welcome
from the editor

Front Caption: Flt Lt Michael Masters
sport-photo.fr
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Tom Palmer



GO WALKING | GO HIKING | GO CYCLING | GO RUNNING | GO FISHING | GO CLIMBING | GO CAMPING | GO RIDING

GOoutdoors.co.uk

Just show yourMOD90 or Defence Privilege Card at the payment desk
in store or online at gooutdoors.co.uk just use webcode 10DEFEN at checkout
*Terms & Conditions apply: A GO Outdoors Discount Card is required. Discount Cards are available in store and online for just £5 per
year. Not to be used in conjunction with Price Guarantee, SALE, Clearance, WOW Deals, multibuys, bundles, or any other offer. Does not
include Gift Vouchers, Discount Cards or gas hire charges. Subject to availability. Offer can be withdrawn at any time.

Save an Extra 10%off*

the Discount Card price

U K ARM E D FO RC E S ,
S POU S E S & PARTN E R S ,
VETE R AN S & D E FE N C E
CO M M U N ITY

C O M I N G S O O N

GREAT BRANDS AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES
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DIRECTOR

Thank you very much to everyone
who either responded to our
surveys or got in touch direct in
2016. Survey responses were up
70% on 2015; visits to our website
increased by 15%; social media
contacts just exploded and over
800 issues were handled by the
Evidence Team, some simple and
some really complicated. So we
hope that, as more people know
about us and understand what we
can do, that the influence we can
bring to bear will grow as well.

We were able to use your evidence
to help develop and influence policy –
for example, on childcare, on the
MOD’s Families Strategy and on
the Future Accommodation Model
– and to tell the RAF, MOD and
government about what issues you
have and what concerns you most of
all – for example on accommodation,
on single living and on the condition
of the infrastructure at some units.
We met with the Chief Executive
of the DIO, senior management at

CarillionAmey and staff at many
government departments, as well
local authorities to talk to them about
you and the unique challenges you
sometimes face. We worked with
the Devolved Administrations, NHS
England and many other organisations
involved in supporting you. We also
helped to achieve some notable
successes under the banner of the
Armed Forces Covenant, with removal
of disadvantage – for example on
suspending mobile phone contracts
when posted overseas, waiving
cancellation fees and protecting No
Claims Bonuses on car insurance
premiums and on avoiding having to
switch to buy to let mortgages when
renting out your home. It might not
seem like it to some of you some of
the time but we are constantly struck
by how many of these organisations
and their staff will fall over backwards
to help when they can – you enjoy
tremendous support ‘out there’.

We are working hard to build on these
achievements during 2017 and we

are constantly reviewing what we do
and how we do it. This year will see
the introduction of the RAF FF App, a
revised website and specific work on
families in transition and those living
outside the wire, be they in their
home or in off-base SFA. We will keep
providing an outlet for your collective
voices and we’ll keep pressing for
changes for the better where we can.
Obviously, we can’t secure a 20% pay
rise for you nor double the defence
budget – much as we’d like to. But
where we can help to make a positive
difference, even in a small way, we’ll
do our best. And whilst each success
on its own might seem a small thing,
collectively we hope they make a
genuine, positive difference to the
lives of serving RAF personnel and
families. 

FROM THE

Director
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It is my sincere pleasure to welcome you once
again to Envoy. Having been asked by the Families
Federation Team to craft a foreword, I turned to
the Internet for some guidance to assist in drafting
a suitable introduction to the Magazine. According
to How to Write a Foreword, ‘…forewords are not
just written by anyone, generally the only people
that are asked to write such things are those who
matter!’ I’m not sure I agree, it is you the RAF Family
that matter. Your continued engagement with the
Federation is vital, shaping our policies, processes,
contracts and thinking. Your thoughts and feedback
really does matter and let me explain how….

Over 28,000 of you completed the recent MOD
Future Accommodation Model (FAM) Survey. Your
views are directly shaping the development of the
FAM, which offers us an exciting opportunity to
improve our accommodation offer. That said, FAM
is not without its challenges. In providing greater
choice regarding where, with whom and how we
live comes new difficulties. Your thoughts, concerns

and questions (often
channelled through Bill
and his team) provide vital
oxygen to the debates and
discussions we have in
designing FAM.

Your feedback concerning the SFA National Housing
Prime Contract has been heard and was the catalyst
for clear improvement from CarillionAmey. They
have been under intense scrutiny and, through a
comprehensive improvement plan, have made real
progress in solving many of the problems that have
frustrated SFA occupants. We still have some way
to go, but rest assured that NHP performance is
discussed frequently by the Senior Leadership Team,
who engage directly with CarillionAmey to address
the day-to-day problems that frustrate us all.

Thank you for the opportunity to introduce this edition
of Envoy and I look forward to hearing your feedback
through Bill’s team. You really do matter….. 

Group Captain Gordon Bettington 
MA BA MCIPD RAF

FOREWORD

Foreword by

www.mkcarfinance.co.uk
03335 775533

Unique Financial Services South East LTD T/A MK Car Finance, company reg 6376027.
Constable House, 20 Simpson Rd, Fenny Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK2 2DD.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority FRN: 666832

The UK’s Only Specialist
Armed Forces

Motor Finance Broker

M K
Car Finance
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IN THE NEWS

News
RAF FF turns on
the heat

A busy RAF single mum is urging
colleagues not to keep issues to
themselves after spending a winter
without central heating in her Service
Families Accommodation.

Blood pressure
awareness

PHE calls for greater high blood pressure
awareness. As many as 5.5 million adults
in England with undiagnosed high blood
pressure are risking heart attack, stroke
or even vascular dementia.

Latest Service
leavers guide

The latest edition of the Service leaver’s
guide is available online. The service
leavers guide offers information and
advice prior to and after leaving regular
service.

Go on... challenge
yourself

The RAF Association has lots of
challenge events to choose from to keep
fit and raise money for a worthwhile
cause including The Edinburgh Marathon
Festival and London to Paris cycle ride.

Voyage to
Antarctica

Alison Davies (24), an Operational
Meteorologist with the Leeming Met
Office, was one of 76 women scientists
who took part in the Homeward Bound
Project expedition.

Civilian housing
briefs 2017

Dates for the 2017 Joint Service Housing
Advice Office (JSHAO) civilian housing
briefs are online. Open to all Service
personnel and dependants, at any stage
of their Service career.

RAF Football
Courses

The RAF Football Association has a
handful of dates and locations lined up
for coaching and/or refereeing courses
over the next few months.

Let us keep you
up to date

Our eBULLETIN subscription list is growing
in numbers and is becoming a popular way
to keep you up to date. Here’s how you can
subscribe and receive a weekly ‘drop’ of RAF
related news into your inbox.

Better Combat
Compensation

Members of the Armed Forces and
their families are set to receive bigger
compensation payments for injuries or
death sustained in combat.

Boost for
motorists

New proposals unveiled which would
extend the period before the first MOT
test is needed from 3 to 4 years under
plans to save motorists more than £100
million a year.

Keep safe whilst
job searching

Read about SAFERjobs and the work
they do to prevent recruitment fraud.
SAFERjobs is a non-profit, joint industry
and law enforcement organisation set up
by the Metropolitan Police in 2008.

Walk With The
Wounded 2017

Get your walking boots ready for two
major Walking With The Wounded events
this year: the Fifth Cumbrian Challenge
and the Balmoral Challenge.

Renting your
home

Personnel redeployed within the UK will
now be able to rent out their homes
without facing higher costs or having to
change their mortgage. All part of the
Armed Forces Covenant.

Scampton
Airshow this year?

Scampton Airshow is the East of
England’s newest airshow, taking place
just outside the historic Cathedral City of
Lincoln on the 9-10 September 2017 at
RAF Scampton, home of the Red Arrows.

Happy New You
with MoneyForce

The team at MoneyForce share their
latest news with you, with a free financial
toolkit to make life easier.

Free Property
Alert service

Over 50,000 sign up for Land Registry’s
free Property Alert service. The service
helps people to detect fraudulent activity
on their property by sending them email
alerts.

IN
TH

E
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Whilst Serving
in the RAF

A heartwarming story about a much-
loved RAF resident and his wife Jean,
who live together at a Royal Star and
Garter Home.

What matters
to you?

The Families Continuous Attitude Survey
(FamCAS) for 2017 has been sent to a
selection of tri-service families. It will
collect the views of service families on
various aspects of Service life.

RAF Reserves an
integral part

The RAuxAF owes its origin to Lord
Trenchard’s vision of an elite corps of
civilians to form a part time volunteer
air force and serve their country in their
spare time on flying squadrons.

New vehicle
tax rates

The way vehicle tax is calculated will
change for cars and some motor homes
that are first registered with DVLA from
1 April 2017. The change won’t affect
any vehicles registered before April.

Genuine moments
captured

Genuine Moments competition organiser,
Forces Mutual, announces the winners
of its photography competition for the
Armed Forces community. Winners set to
receive almost £4,000 in prizes.

Gate Guardians to
Fly to Cosford

As part of the preparations for next year’s
RAF Centenary, the gate guardians at RAF
Museum London are being renovated.
They will be back to the in time for the
Museum’s commemorations.

Further details on all these stories can be found on

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Search for the headline

Further details on all these stories can be found on 

Personnel want
greater choice

Service personnel want greater choice
in deciding where they live, according
to a survey on what the Future
Accommodation Model for the Armed
Forces should look like.

We are looking for families to take part in a two year research projectWe are looking for families to take part in a two year research project 
to help us better understand the transition process for families.

If you become one of our case study families you will receive a 
‘thank you’ gift courtesy of ESS.

Interested in helping?

Are you leaving
the RAF?

www.raf-ff.org.uk

We are looking for families to take part in a two year research project 

Is there at least
9 months left to the

Service person’s last day
of service?

Image credit: Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund

For more information:
FUNDED BY Visit www.raf-ff.org.uk/transition

or contact Louise Briggs:
louise.briggs@raf-ff.org.uk 07849 847067
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In his first of what will become a
regular feature in Envoy Magazine,
Air Commodore Simon Harper,
Head of Personnel Policy for the
RAF, sets out some of the latest
news from the RAF Personnel area.
This month: increased interest
in RAF Recruiting, success at the
European Diversity Awards and
the launch of an extension to the
Flexible Duties trial.

‘One RAF’ Campaign Excites Greater
Interest in RAF Recruiting
Alongside the RAF’s mainstream ‘One
RAF’ marketing campaign, the ‘No
Ordinary Job’ digital and social media
campaign that launched in August 2016
and featured in the last edition of Envoy
has continued to excite significant
interest from both the public and
RAF personnel. By the end of 2016,
4.5 million video views and 93,000
additional visits to the RAF Recruitment
website, 20% more than the previous
year, have been generated. The latest
No Ordinary Job film launched in
October last year and more films are
planned for 2017.

More recently, the latest
RAF Recruitment national
advertising campaign surge
began over Christmas and will
run until the end of March
2017. This includes TV, Video
on Demand, Radio, Digital and
social media. The campaign
promotes the fact that the RAF
is actively recruiting with more
than 50 exciting Regular roles,
amazing opportunities within
the Reserves and a wide range
of OFSTED rated "outstanding"
Apprenticeships for young
people.

More info: raf.mod.uk/
recruitment/

RAF Diversity Champions
Celebrate Winning Top
Honour at the European
Diversity Awards
The RAF prides itself
on the work of its 700
voluntary advisors who
tackle discrimination and
bias wherever it occurs. The
Diversity team overcame
strong competition from
European corporate giants
DIAGEO, BNP Paribas and
Coca-Cola to secure the
accolade. Following the award
of the Diversity Team of the
Year Award at a ceremony
held at the Natural History Museum,
the RAF’s Diversity and Inclusion
Team leader, Wing Commander Sarah
Maskell said: ‘We are thrilled that our
sustained efforts have been recognised
by this award that acknowledges the
very best of Diversity and Inclusion
practice in Europe.’

The delivery of global Diversity and
Inclusion activity depends on an
extensive network of Equality and
Diversity advisors and assistants,
inclusive leaders and engaged personnel
to support 40,000 personnel and civil
servants. Air Vice Marshal Chris Elliot,

the RAF’s Chief of Staff for Personnel,
said: ‘This prestigious award reflects
not only the outstanding work of all
those involved in Diversity and Inclusion
activities within the RAF, but also the real
significance that the Service places on the
critical contribution made by everyone
across the Whole Force, whether Regular,
Reserve, Civil Service, contractors,
veterans and Service families.”

The award follows hard on the heels of
successes in previous years which saw
the team shortlisted for the same title last
year and the RAF win the Company of
the Year title in 2014.

www.raf-ff.org.uk

Air Cdre Simon Harper.

FEATURES

RAF Matters of
the Moment
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Flexible Duties Trial

Flexible Duties Trial
AFCAS and FAMCAS surveys have
consistently highlighted flexible working
as something that RAF personnel are
keen to embrace. In December 2015,
Defence launched a limited Flexible
Duties trial and this will be expanded
for all Regular personnel in the Army,
RAF, Joint Commands, and to RN
and RM personnel serving outside
the RN TLB. The trial will not be
open to personnel serving in Defence
Equipment and Support (DE&S).

Applications for the new trial
opened on 16 Jan 17 offer two
forms of flexible working:

• Providing participating personnel
with some protection from
deployment.

• Allowing participating personnel to
work less than full time, by using the
existing Special Unpaid Leave provision.

The Trial will run from 1 March
2017 to 31 March 2019 and all types
of Flexible Duty will be subject to

a maximum period of 25 months
in order to test the arrangements
and the processes necessary to deliver
them. Further details can be obtained
from your local Unit/Station HR or
by accessing Defence Internal Notice
2017DIN01-006. 

FEATURES

All images © Crown Copyright

*Fees are reviewed annually

LEADERSHIP • CHARACTER • PRIDE • SELF-DISCIPLINE • SPIRITUALITY • SPORTSMANSHIP • RESPECT

www.doyrms.com

Please call 01304 245073 to book your place
admin.office@doyrms.com

2016/17 fees are just £12,495* per year.

Located on a beautiful 150 acre site in Dover, Kent, The Duke
of York’s Royal Military School is a state boarding school for
students aged 11 to 18.

We welcome applications from any student who wants to
study GCSEs and A Levels at our unique and iconic school with
its strong traditions.

Open Morning
Full and weekly boarding now available

• An independent school atmosphere
at an affordable price. £4,165 per
term* covers ALL the boarding
costs, with the education paid for
by the State.

• Graded ‘Good’ in all areas by Ofsted.

• A £24.9m building programme has
just been completed to enhance
our already impressive school
site and facilities including new
boarding houses, teaching blocks,
drama studio, sports centre and
climbing wall.

• Full and weekly boarding available.

• Students enjoy an active lifestyle
including sport, music, drama and
outdoor activities, with over 70
clubs and activities offered.

• Unique ethos helps promote
character and life skills, with
students encouraged to achieve
their potential in a supportive
community.

• Frequent involvement in high
profile National events including
the Royal Festival of Remembrance.

Why Choose Us?

Saturday 11 March 2017
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FEATURES

If you make calls on a Samsung phone,
watch an LG television, or drive
a Hyundai car, you already have a
connection with the tech savvy people
of South Korea. At the tail end of last
year, personnel from II (AC) Squadron
RAF Lossiemouth flew into Osan
Air Base near Seoul for a week long
exercise to boost ties with the Far
East nation.

Exercise Invincible Shield saw Britain’s air
defenders, RAF Typhoon jets, fly alongside
and against Republic of Korea Air Force
F-15K and KF-16 and United States Air
Force F-16 fighters. The visit was the first
time the RAF had flown in Korea since
the end of the Korean War, a conflict

that had claimed the lives of more than
1,000 British soldiers, sailors and airmen.

Leading the detachment,
Wing Commander Elliott said:

“It’s simply not possible to get this sort
of training in the UK, we don’t have the
size of the airspace or the number of jets
to fly against that they have here. This is
a focused, combat air power detachment
and to exercise with our allies the
Americans and our partners the Koreans,
is a huge opportunity.”

The exercise also coincided with the
week leading up to Remembrance Sunday.
The Chief of the Air Staff was able to lay
a wreath at the Korean War Memorial
in Seoul and at 11am on Armistice
Day personnel gathered at the nose
of a Typhoon for two minutes silence.

Remarking on this, Wing Commander
Elliott said:

“It is a great opportunity for us to be
here, somewhere where we have
fought in the past, somewhere where
our servicemen have died. So for me
personally it is an incredibly poignant
moment, to be here in the same area
where those men sacrificed their lives
for the freedom of South Korea.

“The United Kingdom was the second
sending nation to come to the Korean
War. We are taking the opportunity to
remember their sacrifice, what they did
for Korea and remember what they did
for Britain as well.”

Lieutenant General Won, In-Choul,
Commander, ROK Air Force Operations
Command, who hosted the exercise, said:

Typhoon
Lands in
Korea
By Flt Lt Peter Lisney,
7644 Squadron, Royal Air
Force Media Operations
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“I expect Invincible Shield, our first ROK-
US-UK combined air exercise, to not only
enhance the air operations capability to
protect peace and stability of the Korean
Peninsula, but also to greatly contribute to
the improvement of military cooperation
with the Royal Air Force.”

At the conclusion of the exercise, a special
open day was held to invite Korean
defence industry and military leaders to
view the Typhoon and Voyager aircraft and
to meet air and ground crew.

Supported by a Voyager from RAF Brize
Norton, the Typhoon were ‘trailed’ home
to Lossiemouth via Brunei, Singapore,
India, the Middle East and Greece.

Wing Commander Elliott concluded:

“The mission of RAF Lossiemouth is to
sustain Quick Reaction Alert and to deliver
global operations. We’re here on a trans-
global deployment, practicing with our
allies and partners in the Far East. There
can be no better way of achieving the
‘Lossie’ mission than coming here.”  All images © MOD Crown Copyright 2017

For a list of our offices visit our website. Irwin Mitchell LLP is authorised and regulated
by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

The expert hand, with the human touch

Armed Forces
Compensation Scheme

08000 23 22 33 @Military_IMirwinmitchell.com

Making a claim through the Armed Forces
Compensation Scheme for injuries caused
by service can be anything but straight
forward. If you have already made or

are thinking about making a claim under
the Scheme, we have a specialist team
committed to helping you get the best

possible result.
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The Journey to Joining
Initial Officer Training
By Sqn Ldr Geoff Leech

Senior President, Officers and Aircrew Selection Centre (OASC)

The scene is a cocktail party at
the Commandant’s residence and
a group of Initial Officer Training
(IOT) cadets is talking to an
officer from the OASC. There
is a familiar line of questioning:
“How do you choose the current
affairs questions?” “Are all the
exercises achievable in the given
time?” “Is there a CCTV camera
in the Candidates’ Mess?” To share
the answers to these questions,
I would like to tell the story of a
typical OASC Selection Board.

Prior to their arrival, all candidates
will have gone through a basic
assessment to satisfy general ground-
based medical requirements. Those

who are applying for aptitude-related
branches (aircrew, controllers
and potential intelligence officers,
for example) will have visited
previously to take the relevant
aptitude tests. The results are
then made immediately available
to the reviewing staff who must be
prepared for a complete polarity of
emotions. There can be relief and joy
or desolation and tears. For those
who have made the grade for their
particular branch there is no issue;
they are through to the next phase.
For those who don’t, there are some
options open to them. They may
have a second or third choice that
they can still pursue or the erstwhile
aspiring pilot may have an impressive

aptitude score for Aerospace Battle
Manager and may express an interest
in that branch. For some, though,
their dreams may have to be put on
hold and the reviewing Officer will
chat through a range of options for
them depending on their individual
circumstance. They may try again the
following year, they may consider
another branch, they may apply for a
university place or may see if Easyjet
is interested in them.

The first time all the candidates on the
newly arrived board will meet one of
the Boarding Officers (BOs) is when
they are assembled for the arrival brief
in the Candidates’ Mess. Out of the 24
individuals booked on the board, two

FEATURES
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have failed to arrive; there are 22 left.
It is our job to allay any preconceived
perceptions of the process and ‘tell it
how it is’. Yes, they will be in a tough
competition for a limited number of
places and some will not be selected.
However, they will learn a lot about
themselves and may even find that
they enjoy the OASC experience!
What is important is that we try to
manage expectation. They will only
be able to rely so much on their own
preparation for their visit here. So,
we explain to them that, even if they
have all the potential to become a
future Chief of the Air Staff, they will
not be successful if they do not show
the required potential for us to select
them.

Denims and bibs
On Monday morning, after an early
breakfast, the candidates will have
changed into the celebrated OASC
denims and bibs. They are arranged
into four syndicates and each
syndicate is collected by one of the
two boarding officers. The Exercise
Phase (EP) has begun. There are
five of them: the Discussion, the
Group Planning, the Leaderless, the
Command Situations and the Individual
Planning. Essentially, we are selecting
against likely success on IOT so
there are five competencies we look

for: Confidence and resilience, oral
communications, influence, problem
solving and teamwork.

As the exercises progress, a final
EP score is given; it is this score
which determines whether or not an
individual progresses through to the
interview. Some will not pass. Sadly,
these candidates will be sent home
but they will not be told this until
Tuesday morning. Before this decision
is given to them, though, the BOs
spend a considerable amount of time
discussing their performances (along
with the more difficult ‘borderline’
cases). A third officer, the Board
President, is present at this discussion
and will record the points at this
debrief. On this particular board, it has
been decided that 6 candidates will be
sent home after the EP. There are 16
left to interview.

The good news,
or the bad news
On Tuesday morning, the OASC Duty
Officer reads out the list of those who
are required to stay for the remaining
elements of the process. There is no
easy way of giving bad news but those
who are staying for the interviews are
swiftly led away. Those left behind
will be told that they are going home.
From my experience, the candidates

react more emotionally at this stage
than they do at the aptitude review.
For now, they are going home not
because of a lack of an innate ability
but because they failed to perform
adequately across a range of different
competencies alongside other
candidates. Before they have too much
time to dwell on their shortcomings,
however, they are called through
to see their Board President who
will give them a frank, but sensitive,
debrief on where they went wrong.
For some, the experience will have
been nothing short of an ordeal and
the selection process will have served
only to show them that the RAF is not
for them. For others, OASC will have
been an illuminating, if difficult, voyage
of self-discovery; they will want to
come back and try again without
having the ‘fear of the unknown’
hanging over them.

The remaining 16 will move on the
Interview although some will also be
attending an additional Medical Board
for their specialist branch choice. The
extent of the medical examinations
will vary, dependent on branch,
but it is a sad fact of life that, again,
some will fail. It is very disappointing
for us when we see high quality
candidates (who have everything
going for them in terms of aptitudes,

Images MOD copyright 2017
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competencies and interview skills) fail
at the last hurdle because, say, their
buttock to knee measurement is too
high. Candidates will be classed as
permanently unfit (PU) or temporarily
unfit depending on whether or not
they can ‘recover’ from whatever issue
they have. On our notional board,
two are deemed PU and will return
home, again after an interview with a
Reviewing Officer. For the remaining
14, it is the Interview that will be
concentrating their minds.

The interview
We spend more time now on what
impact candidates have had on the
organisations they have previously
been part of. Moreover, there is more
emphasis on their understanding of
what air power is and how the RAF
uses it in current operations. To
contradict a popular myth, there is
no ‘good cop, bad cop’ routine. The
first half of the interview allows the
candidates to talk about themselves
(so, they know all the answers!)
while the more challenging second
half is there to test their motivation,
knowledge and ability to articulate
their opinions. Also of note is that
individuals are interviewed by a
different pair of officers to those
they faced during the EP. This helps
to standardise the process as the
candidate is seen by four different

officers. Interviews are scored in
much the same way as the EP although
two additional attributes are tested:
motivation for service and awareness.

All that now remains for the candidates
is the RAF fitness test. To be accepted
for IOT, they must be able to meet
the minimum RAF fitness standards for
their age and gender. After the test, the
candidates are free to go home. Two
of them fail to meet the standard; this
leaves us with 12 that can be further
considered. (However, for those that
fail the RAF fitness test, if they prove
to be selectable in all areas, they will
be invited to return and retake the
test.) As the candidates make their
way home on Tuesday afternoon, the
OASC staff are already preparing to
welcome the second board of week; as
the MT coach returns the first board of
candidates to Grantham station, it will
pick up those arriving for the second
board ready to receive their arrival
briefing on the Tuesday evening.

The final eight
The interview scores are combined
with the EP scores and we end up
with a final board grade (FBG). It is
at this stage that all the candidates’
details are then weighed up. The FBG
is the major element but we now
build in his aptitude score, fitness
test results, AFCO filter interview,

specialist interview report (for
doctors or lawyers, etc), UAS report
if applicable and annual confidential
report (if serving). All these factors
lead to the final decision as to whether
we recommend someone for IOT.
On our board, out of the 12 who
were interviewed and who passed
their fitness test, only eight are
eventually recommended. Our job is
complete and, provided the successful
individuals can maintain their fitness
and pass any necessary security
clearances, they become the property
of the OACTU.

What of the answers to the questions
posed at the cocktail party? Firstly,
the candidates tell us which news
events have taken their interest; we
simply choose some of their topics and
ask questions on them. Secondly, all
exercises can be completed within the
time limit if you know how to solve
them. Thirdly, our staff have much
better things to do with their evenings
than watch OASC Big Brother so our
candidates are free to relax in the
Mess without fear of being spied on!

No ordinary job
You can find out more about joining
the RAF either by phone, in person to
a local recruitment centre, at a local
careers event where all details can be
found at raf.mod.uk/recruitment/ 
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Vertically Challenged –
Club des Cinglés du Mont-Ventoux

Flt Lt Michael Masters, currently
stationed at RAF High Wycombe,
joined fewer than 500 other British
cyclists in conquering this barren rock
three times in one day.

There is no climb like Mont Ventoux; it
is extreme, dangerous, and out of place.
It is a brutally steep road to nowhere
that climbs into the sky simply get to the
wind-blasted summit. It is a mountain
that inspires awe and instils fear. Some
say Ventoux, at 1912 metres, is the
hardest of all the mythical Tour de France
climbs, that it needs no introduction.
Certainly for cyclists this is the case. The
mountain achieved worldwide notoriety
when it claimed the life of the great
English cyclist Tom Simpson, who died
here during the 13th stage of the 1967
Tour de France.

This isn’t an organised ride with start
times, feed stations, arrows and timings.
The Club des Cinglés du Mont-Ventoux
(translating as the ‘Brotherhood of the
Ventoux nutters’) is an informal club
made up of cyclists who have been willing

to pit themselves against the might of
the mountain, climbing the Ventoux by
bike via each of the three main roads in
a single day, getting a card stamped on
each ascent and descent. Fewer than 500
people from the UK have completed the
Triple Ventoux.

Starting early to avoid the afternoon
hell of the midday scorching heat for
the final two climbs, I rolled out just
before dawn at 0745 to start one of
the hardest climbs. Apart from a steady
stream of cycling pilgrims riding the
slopes, the road is quiet as it steepens
to over nine percent after 1km, waking
my legs up violently. There is nothing
to distract my mind from the aching
in my legs as I drum out a tempo on
the pedals with only my thoughts for
company. The lack of vegetation on
the upper slopes of Ventoux has seen
it described as a moonscape, beautiful
hairpins stretch across it like scars, and I
am greeted with a fantastic view of the
weather observatory still 250m above me
with another two kilometres of cycling
still to go.

Even on the best of days, the summit
is no place to hang around and I decide
to roll down towards the next town,
Bédoin. Known as a tough climb,
I take a cautious decent down the
steep mountainside. After 45 minutes
descending with only the whirr of the
brakes on the rim and the wind ringing in
my ears. I stamp the card once more in
the café at the junction, buy a coffee and
set off for round two.

The climb starts deceptively pleasantly,
with a cooling breeze in the warming
sun. Reaching gently up through rolling
vineyards and olive groves, the Giant of
Provence broods on your shoulder and
taunts from afar. Suddenly there is a drop
to one side and then the bend swings
you into steeper gradient and over the
mountain’s lower treeline into the forest.
The road no longer slinks diagonally
across the loosely spaced contours but
cuts straight up the fall line at a sheer
gradient. The midday sun and searing
heat, reflects off the road as the real
climb begins with the tarmac rising to
punch me hard in the face.

Rounding the corner in to a short steep
section, which bites at my tired legs.
I grind the gears and round the next
bend. The mast at the top visible once
but never getting any closer as the road
constantly bends its way around the
mountain. Battling with myself all the way
to the Simpson Memorial, the road feels
like a wall of tarmac again, every pedal
stroke a struggle, my body aches, my legs
tired, but I’m not able to give in. I pull
over and take a quiet moment on the
step of the Simpson Memorial to reflect
on the last part of the climb.

Reaching the top for the second time
there is little space for celebration; the
place is now an ugly mess of sweaty
staggering cyclists. The descent to the
penultimate village is shallow, easy
and wonderfully pleasant. Am I still on
the same mountain? Swooping out of
the trees, it gets even nicer, as if I’vePi
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Tough Climb – Grimacing.
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descended through a portal, the harsh
trial of the last 6 hours have been replaced
with perfect roads in an idyllic countryside
patched with fields of lavender.

After stamping my card, I fill my bottle
with water from the bar, and climb
aboard my bike for one more climb. I
get my legs spinning and start the climb
lined with lavender. The ascent from
Sault is the easiest of the three ascents,
with a longer ride and less elevation.
The sting in the tail is that I still need to
climb the last 6km from Chalet Reynard
to the summit, albeit I arrive in a much
better condition than if I had just slogged
up from Bédoin. To my left, Provence

stretches out below until it meets the
Mediterranean Sea. Nothing stands
between here and North Africa. Nothing
stands between me and finishing.

The final 6km are exactly the same as
the Bédoin route but seem effortless as
the sun begins to cool. I feel stronger and
begin to attack the climb. Every stroke
of the pedal more powerful than the last,
using the momentum of my body rocking
side to side, I push through the aches and
pains nipping at my legs, and the mast
looms closer against the vivid blue skies
and the lunar landscape of the upper
slopes. A helping tailwind accelerates
the final push. Collapsing on my bars I

drop onto the wall for a photo as the sun
begins to set, I hug the cold stone and
contemplate getting off this god-forsaken
rock on my bike. Turning myself inside
out more times than was necessary for
such futility to achieve a victorious three
summits. It’s been a feat of courage and
determination that I know fitter and
better cyclists have failed to achieve.

The fall into Malaucène is fast and
exciting, lacing between those formerly
oppressive trees and rocks, any release
on the brake levers leads to a terminal
velocity free-fall. Glugging a cool French
local beer from the hotel, I remove my
prized procession from my jersey pocket
– a completed Club des Cinglés stamp
card. You have to be crazy to think this
is normal behaviour. On any given day at
the summit you might find triumphant
cyclists with grins as wide as their faces
or shivering wrecks who’ll vow never to
come back again. I’ll be back.

Michael is the RAF Triathlon
Training and Development
Manager and he is also Coach for
the Eastern Region Development
Triathlon Squad.

Interested?
To get into any form of cycling
visit the RAF Cycling Website at
bc-clubs.co.uk/rafca/ or contact
your unit representative.

FEATURES

Salute to the Simpson Memorial.
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This year would have been the
100th birthday of Group Captain
Leonard Cheshire V.C, and the
international disability charity which
bears his name is marking the year
with a series of events, programmes
and campaigns to honour his past
legacy and inspire the charity’s
future. Many people know Group
Captain Leonard Geoffrey Cheshire
V.C was a heroic fighter pilot who
led the 617 squadron during World
War II and who was decorated for
his bravery with the V.C. A few
others know that he was asked by
Churchill to accompany the flights
over Nagasaki, Japan during the
dropping of the nuclear bomb, and
report back. But few know about
how he started his charity and how
it took off.

For example, when Leonard returned
from the war, he was not only
exhausted, but shocked from seeing the
number of military men returning who
had been injured and had nowhere to
go after being discharged from hospital.
And then one day, a local hospital
rang him up and asked if he could
look after someone who was disabled
and dying from terminal cancer. On
22 May 1948, Leonard invited Arthur
into his home at Le Court, Hampshire.
With no money, Leonard nursed the
man himself. They became friends and
from this, the news spread. More and
more people began coming to Leonard
for help, people who were keen to
share a home with others and all chip
in together.

Almost without him having to try, by
the summer of 1949 his home of Le
Court, in Hampshire, had 24 residents
with complex needs, illnesses and
impairments. As word spread, referrals
came from the new NHS hospitals
already struggling to cope with waiting
lists of people needing urgent care.

Disabled people were at the very
bottom of the list of NHS priorities at
the time, often left to manage on their
own, or rely on others to help them get
through each day. As Le Court became

established, people from different parts
of the UK and then the world began
to rally in response to local need for
similar homes in their communities.
The charity now known as Leonard
Cheshire Disability had begun.

By 1955, there were five homes in
the UK and the first overseas project
had begun outside Mumbai in India.
The 1960s saw rapid expansion and
by 1970 there were over 50 services
in the UK, five in India and activities in
21 other countries around the world.

By Stephanie Nield

“[We] need to set our sights high, to be satisfied with nothing less
than the best, and to commit ourselves totally and unreservedly to
participate in the struggle to build a more liveable world.”

Leonard Cheshire

Le Court.

Leonard Cheshire
– 100 Years of
Inspiration

© LC
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Leonard Cheshire’s RAF career was
legendary and recently an account of
D-Day’s Operation Taxable by the
late Les Munro, has shed new light on
Leonard Cheshire’s role in D-Day.

On a night time sortie, Wing Commander
Leonard Cheshire flew a Lancaster as
second pilot to Squadron Leader Les
Munro as part of Operation Taxable. It
was one of the most important missions
that 617 Squadron – the Dambusters –
carried out. Later, Leonard remembered
it as a long operation calling for a high
degree of precision flying.

Taxable was set up to convince the
Germans that the Allies’ military strength
was greater than it actually was. It would
also fool enemy radar that Royal Navy
ships were heading to Cap d’Antifer, some
way from where the D-Day landings were
actually planned in Normandy.

The squadron was trained to fly in
a square formation with pinpoint
accuracy at 180mph for five hours and
drop metal strips which resembled a
real sea-borne fleet.

Les Munro said: ‘I considered this
operation to be, in one sense, one of
the most important that 617 Squadron
carried out. Not because of bad weather,
not because of any risk of enemy
action and not measured by any visual
result, but because of the very exacting
requirements to which we had to fly
and navigate. There was absolutely no
latitude for deviation from ground speed,
compass bearing, rate of turn and timing.’

Four months after Taxable, Leonard
Cheshire was awarded the Victoria
Cross for sustained bravery throughout
his war career.

When he died in 1992, his obituary
heralded him as one of the greatest
heroes of the twentieth century. He
had inspired HM The Queen, The
Pope, Mother Theresa and many
others to help him, and he laid the
ground work for the charity today.
Leonard Cheshire Disability works

closely with the RAF and would be
delighted to hear from anyone with
memories of our founder by contacting
us at centenary@leonardcheshire.
org. We will keep you updated
throughout the year.

Website: leonardcheshire.org 

Le Court. © LC

© LC

Le Court.
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Introduction – The most recent 
CarillionAmey fi gures (as at the end of 
2016) show that their performance is 
close to or at the contracted levels and 
customer levels of satisfaction are up from 
33% last April to 54% in December. 
However, the issues that continue to 
dominate my in-tray are again those of 
Move-in Standards, missed appointments 
and claims for compensation. 

Over the winter months the usual problems 
with boilers and heating systems continued 
to be a cause of concern for some families 
but not as many as in the past. It’s taken 
over 2 years but the signs are that the 
CarillionAmey (CA) National Housing Prime 
contract is beginning to work as it should. 
That’s not much consolation for those of 
you who have still experienced problems 
with the service and we continue to keep 
the pressure on the contractor where 
needed, so please keep telling us about 
issues as they arise. The challenge now is to 
both sustain the performance improvement 
and make sure that future contracts learn 
from this experience and are more tautly 
written and managed. 

A couple of other points to note:
• Based on an SFA customer engagement

forum at a major Army base, CA has
embraced the idea of more direct
consultation with their top level managers
on a regional basis. CA will be looking to
us to suggest RAF bases in ‘hotspots’ i.e.
those that have had the poorest delivery
of their services, that should be added to
their list of locations to visit.

• As well as the established means of
contacting CA, they have increased
their capability and resources in Social
Media, and are pleased by the take-up
rate by families.rate by families.

Allocation of Substitute Accommodation
In the last issue of Envoy I mentioned that 
the Mears Group took over the contract 
that manages substitute accommodation 
on behalf of DIO. We have learned from 
DIO that there are a tiny number of 
families and single personnel that fi nd 
that substitute accommodation cannot 
be sourced to meet their ‘Required by 
Date’ (RBD). When this occurs the DIO 
Substitute Accommodation Team (SAT) 
offer temporary accommodation in the 
form of hotels, B&B or even ‘holiday 

lets’. These are invariably far from 
ideal and can create inconvenience and 
additional transport problems. The offer 
of temporary accommodation by the SAT 
is brought about by short notice of a new 
assignment and/or a delay by the serving 
person in raising an application for an SFA/
SLA. Therefore to avoid the allocation of 
‘temporary accommodation’, personnel 
should submit their application in 
accordance with JSP 464. This requires that 
applications are made for SSSA at least 
26 days in advance of the RBD.

DIO Surveys
The MOD Customer Satisfaction Survey for 
occupants of Service Family Accommodation 
(SFA) in the UK has been running 
since 2014. The survey, which is carried 
out by MEL Research (an independent 
company specialising in this type of work), 
seeks the views of 200 randomly selected 
SFA occupants each month. The results are 
used by both MOD and DIO to identify 
appropriate changes to SFA services to 
improve the ‘lived experience’. 

Following discussions with single Service 
Housing Colonels, it has been agreed thatHousing Colonels, it has been agreed that 
the survey can be extended to capture the
views of Service personnel in Germany. In
due course, it may be possible to further
extend the survey to capture the views of
SFA occupants in other parts of the world
(e.g. Cyprus and Gibraltar).

Any SFA occupant contacted by MEL
Research is strongly encouraged to spend
a few minutes with them to answer the
questions, and therefore contribute to
the Customer Satisfaction Survey. Please
be open and honest in your responses as
these will help to shape the future service
delivery of SFA.

DIO is acutely aware of the importance of 
protecting the personal information of SFA 
occupants. The contract requires that MEL 
Research complies fully with the provisions 
of the Data Protection Act and, furthermore, 
only the details of the names and telephone 
numbers SFA occupants are passed to MEL 
Research in an encrypted format.

The Role of DIO in Europe
DIO supports in excess of 1,000 military 
personnel, working and living in Europe, by 
providing SFA and SLA in 16 countries. DIO 
currently manages circa 934 SFA, nearly 

100 SLA spaces and other facilities such as 
the Bardufoss Training Area, the Naples 
School and St David’s School in Ramstein. 
Substitute Service Families Accommodation is 
privately rented in all locations and there are 
no Surplus SFA. Applicants receive one offer 
only, operating on a ‘one out, one in basis’ due 
to limitations of available properties. There 
are no ‘Patches’ as such as most properties 
rented are in the local community.

New CarillionAmey Portal
I have had limited involvement with the 
evaluation of the new CarillionAmey 
Portal which was meant to be introduced 
at the end of January. It is a much needed 
tool which will empower customerstool which will empower customers 
(Licensees) in new ways to manage SFA
and housing services.

The refreshed e1132 application system
will replace the current MOD e1132
system and will be available via the ‘Moving
Home’ icon on the new CA portal. It is
anticipated that you will also be able to
log repair and maintenance jobs, book
appointments and complete surveys online.
More information will be provided once
the new system is operating. Teething
problems aside, this portal should improve
and enhance the delivery of services by CA
to the customer. My only reservation is that
due to security implications, the portal willdue to security implications, the portal will 
only be available on the MODnet.

Finally, If you have or know of a military 
accommodation story that you would like 
to share with our readers, please contact 
us; we would love to hear from you. We 
also urge you to continue to contact us on 
any SFA/SLA issue that may be of burning 
concern to you; remember ‘silence is 
considered to be satisfaction’ so keep those 
examples coming – good or bad.

For more housing information:
raf-ff.org.uk/housing 

FEDERATIONFEATURES

By Stan Brathwaite, RAF FF Housing Specialist
Accommodation Matters
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The Forces Enterprise Network
(FEN), Recruit for Spouses and
Evolution Forces Families have
collaborated to develop a new
social enterprise ‘Forces Enterprise
Network Hub’ which aims to provide
business networking support for the
‘whole’ Armed Forces Community.

We recognise that developing a network of
people who both support and understand
the challenges you face in running a
business, often juggling family and living an
Armed Forces lifestyle is difficult. For many
us no sooner have we become settled in
one area we are on the move again and
with it the business you have started or
hoped to. Having a network of people you
can engage with to sound out ideas, meet
potential customers, gain market research
or simply to have someone to listen to you
is vital for both your personal and business
development.

FEN Hub was founded on the back of
good networking and the meeting of
three businesses that share the common

aim to support Armed Forces families
in their careers and enterprise. We
bring together a passion for business,
experience in recruitment, knowledge
of financial services and expertise in
business networking to the defence
community and in particular we
encourage spouses and their families to
start-up and grow their business ideas.

We believe it is important to have good
connections and support networks that
you can access both locally as well as
online. FEN Hub has encouraged the
start-up of localised networking groups
within military locations with the aim to
bring together members of the Armed
Forces community from across the
services wishing to start up or develop
their businesses.

Christine Dedman from the Forces
Enterprise Network Hub says;
“Networking can be daunting but for
those of us who live a military lifestyle,
meeting new people and joining new
communities is part of our every day

life. Many of us will need to move our
businesses when we are posted so
becoming known in new areas and
building a new client base is always going
to be a challenge. However, networking
for our business also gives us a chance
to meet new friends, likeminded people
from both within our military circles and
our local communities.

“Networking will give you the chance
to get out there and talk about your
business, something that nobody knows
more about than you. Networking is
therefore great for building your personal
confidence and helping you to make
social connections that support you in all
aspects of your business development.
Our groups are welcoming and
supportive and offer varied possibilities
for both face to face and online meetings
via our closed Facebook page”.

FEN Hub has a number of established
networking groups across MOD bases
in the UK and we are developing them
overseas.

Business networking for the
Armed Forces community
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If you are interested in joining a
networking group or would like to
start one up in your area contact
us on 0330 0240 172, contact@
forcesenterprisenetwork.co.uk and
visit forcesenterprisenetwork.co.uk

Nadine Monks, Director at Evolution
Forces Families says:
“EFF’s mission statement is to improve
the financial outcomes and futures of the
military community through the services
we offer. As part of this we recognise
that a second income or aspirations
beyond a service career can be integral
to the planning of this. We are delighted
to be part of this uniquely holistic
approach to addressing these needs.”

About Forces Enterprise Network
The Forces Enterprise Network
provides business solution services
for members of the Armed Forces
community. FEN business solutions
agency offers business services from
marketing, design, PR and web
development to administration, event
management and bookkeeping. All
projects are managed and run by a

consortia of professionals from the
Armed Forces community.

Website: forcesenterprisenetwork.co.uk

Recruit for Spouses
Recruit for Spouses is a multi-award
winning social enterprise which exists
to help military spouses into work
by bridging the military and business
communities, altering the way military
spouses live and work and enabling a
second income.

They shape the way modern businesses
source and retain quality employees and
are changing the perception of Forces’
spouses as a transient work force.

Recruit for Spouses help all spouses,
serving and ex tri-service with retaining
the career they want through CV help,
mentoring and coaching.

Website: recruitforspouses.co.uk

Evolution Forces Families
Evolution Forces Families combine
both their professional knowledge

and personal experiences to offer
specialist financial advice to the
Armed forces community on a wide
range of products and services. Their
services include information blogs,
downloads, workshops, drop in clinics
and traditional financial advice and
planning tools.All of EFF’s growing
team are recruited from within the
armed forces community to ensure that
they have the same values and unique
understanding of the lifestyle. Website:
evolutionforcesfamilies.co.uk

Your specialist family law service
for the Armed Forces
•Quality legal advice on financial issues, particularly pensions

• A dedicated lawyer

•Out of hours appointments for your convenience

• Available for mediation and collaborative law

* Phone today for special rates *

Please contact Jane now on 01202 786104

jane.porter@LA-law.com | www.lesteraldridge.com

BUSINESS

FEN Hub Directors (L to R): Christine Dedman,

Sarah Walker, Nadine monks, Heledd Kendrick.
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*The Bovis Homes Armed Forces Discount Scheme has specific terms and conditions. Help to Buy Equity Loan and Forces Help to Buy have specific terms amd conditions and are subject to affordability criteria as prescribed by the Homes and
Communities Agency and the Ministry of Defence. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or promotions. Please ask your sales advisor for further information. Photograph shown depicts a typical Bovis Homes interior.
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON A MORTGAGE OR ANY OTHER DEBT SECURED ON IT.

Are you in the market for a new home and looking for the
best purchase package out there for Armed Forces personnel?

For further information about the
schemes and where we are building,
please go to – bovishomes.co.uk
The Armed Forces purchase scheme is listed within the
‘Need help to Move’ section and you can find the nearest
development to you through our ‘search for a new home’

bovishomes.co.uk

Bovis Homes has developments throughout
England, including a number that are close to major
military bases, where we have a range of homes from
2 to 6 bedroom properties in attractive locations.

Buying a new home
now as easy as 1...2...3...

with

Forces

exclusive
By using Trinity you could buy a brand new Bovis
Home without saving for a deposit – while saving
yourself stress and hidden costs.

With Trinity you can combine three fantastic
standalone schemes:

1 Bovis Homes Armed Forces All Inclusive
Discount* – £500 off for every £25K of
your new home’s price, plus free curtains,
flooring and kitchen appliances – and
£500 towards legal fees!

2 Help to Buy Equity* – get a Government
equity loan of 20% of your new home’s
price and pay just a 5% deposit!

3 Forces Help to Buy* – borrow up to 50%
of your annual salary, to a maximum
of £25,000. This can be used towards the
deposit and other costs!

It’s the winning combination to unlock the door
to your dream home!
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RAF Covenant Team News
…from the Families Federation

Spring is a time for new beginnings
and so the RAF Families Federation
Covenant team has a new look. The
Covenant team has been around for
some time but reorganisation and new
team members have refreshed our
focus. The purpose of the team has
always been to engage with RAF units,
local authorities and other organisations
to promote awareness of the AF
Covenant in order to support and
improve it’s delivery and ensure our
people understand what it can do for
them. In keeping with the review of
the Armed Forces Covenant itself1 our
new ambitious vision is to get a fair deal
for RAF Service personnel and their
families in accessing all government and
commercial services and products.

So how are we going to
do this?
Lisa Thipthorp has joined the team and
brings with her experience of working
with families and the RAF from her role at
RAFA Storybook Wings and Jo Wilkinson
provides the continuity from leading on the

Covenant for the RAF Families Federation
since 2013. We will be joined by two new
staff members later in the year. As a new
team we have reorganised to give us better
geographical reach across the whole of the
UK. Together we will build on our existing
network and forge new relationships with
people and organisations inside and outside
the RAF. Our review of 2016 told us that
we had been out and about working with
even more organisations and partners and
achieved a number of notable successes on
behalf of RAF personnel and families such
as working with NHS England to improve
issues that arise with transfer of care on
postings and working with the MOD and
Defence Relationship Management on
mobile phone contracts.

10 million reasons to care
One of our most frequently asked
questions is “what can the covenant
do for me?” The answer is not straight
forward. It can do many things for many
people but not everything for everyone
and that is where sometimes expectations
are not met. However, there are many

Covenant Fund Priorities 2017/18
The Covenant Fund will focus on three priorities which
continue from 2016/17 although some details of eligibility and
criteria may change.

Families in Stress
This priority seeks to fund projects that support families of
serving personnel who are experiencing a significant stressful life-
event and would benefit from an intervention from a provider
who can offer specialised, localised and immediate support.
These life events could include: life-changing injury, bereavement,
domestic abuse, relationship break-up, those subject to the civil
or service justice system or mental health issues.

Strengthening Local Government Delivery of
the Covenant
This priority is for local authorities and seeks to fund projects
which build upon delivery of the covenant at a local level.
Local delivery of the covenant is expected to encourage local
communities to support the armed forces community in their
area and promote understanding and awareness among the
public of issues affecting the armed forces community; and

work to uphold the promise set out in the Covenant to give
them a fair deal.

Community Integration and/or Delivery of
Local Services
This priority will fund projects that respond to the local needs
of the Armed Forces Community and improve recognition of
the Armed Forces Covenant.

Community Integration Projects must create strong local links
between the Armed Forces community and civilian communities;
and be able to clearly demonstrate how they will have impact
in overcoming barriers to better integration; and improving
perceptions, attitudes and understanding. It is important too that
the project is not just the Armed Forces delivering something for
the civilian community or vice-versa. For the project to be truly
effective in achieving community integration there should be shared
development, delivery and benefits for both communities.

Delivery of local services will local projects which offer financial,
housing, mental and physical health, employability or social support
for serving armed forces personnel, veterans, and their families. 

1 “Our Community, Our Covenant” http://www.fim-trust.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Our-Community-Our-Covenant-Report-30.08.16.pdf

2 Details of how to apply can be found at: gov.uk/government/publications/covenant-fund-guidance-on-how-to-apply

great initiatives
that have been
developed over
the last year, on
many occasions
with input from
the RAF Families
Federation
Covenant team.
The £10 million per year Covenant Fund is
continuing into 2017-18 and that alone has
benefited many RAF personnel and families
by the funding of numerous projects. In the
last three years we have supported several
RAF units and their local partners such
as Children’s Centres, schools, football
clubs to obtain over £200,000 in Covenant
funding. One of our key objectives for
2017 is to increase awareness of the fund
and encourage more organisations to apply
for funding to support RAF families. The
details of the fund for 2017/18 are due to
be released about now2. If you want more
information on the Fund, how to apply and
eligibility or some information and advice
on your application then please get in touch
with us and we will do our best to help.

Lisa Thipthorp.

©
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If you aren’t sure where to start in terms of letting the Armed Forces Covenant support you, please contact the covenant
co-ordinators’ via raf-ff.org.uk/covenant.asp

COVENANT
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COVENANT

Personnel redeployed within the UK will now be able to
rent out their homes without facing higher costs or having
to change their mortgage.

Defence Minister Mark Lancaster
announced the move as part of the
Armed Forces Covenant, which the
government enshrined in law as a
promise from the nation that the
Forces community is treated fairly.

Previously, members of the military
who rented out their homes during
deployment could have been
required to change their residential
mortgage to a buy-to-let mortgage,
often incurring new charges and an
increased rate of interest. Under the
new agreement they will no longer
have to do this, saving them both time
and money.

Defence Minister Mark
Lancaster said:
“Our Armed Forces keep us safe and
rightly we should be making sure
they’re fully supported. This extension

means our brave men and women will
save time and money when they are
fulfilling vital roles across the country
and is another example of how the
Covenant is making a real difference.

This commitment from the majority
of the UK’s high street banks and
building societies is an extension to
the offer made back in January, which
allowed service personnel posted
overseas to rent out their homes at
no extra cost.

The initiative is supported by 47 of
the UK’s largest banks and building
societies, including Barclays, HSBC
and Nationwide, and the change will
benefit almost 265,000 people in the
UK and abroad.

British Bankers’ Association
CEO Anthony Browne said:

“Members of
our Armed
Forces work
all over the
world to look
after us, so it’s
only right that
we look after
them. The
extra support
provided
by the main
mortgage
providers
will make
sure service
personnel
and their
families are not

disadvantaged when they are required
to work away from home and want to
rent out their house, and make their
mortgages fairer.”

The announcement comes shortly
after the Covenant Annual Report,
which highlighted achievements from
the past 12 months and outlined
targets for the coming year.

• Over 9,000 personnel
benefiting from the Forces Help
to Buy scheme, to the sum of
approximately £136 million.

• 86% of the UK’s motor
insurance industry committing
to waive cancellation fees and
preserve no claims discounts
for up to three years when
personnel and their families are
posted abroad.

• A network of nearly 200 Armed
Forces Covenant champions
was introduced across Forces
units to act as the focal point
for their local community and
to help deliver information
about the Covenant directly to
personnel and their families.

The RAF Families Federation has
Regional Covenant Managers and are
on hand to help you with any queries.
Simply email enquiries@raf-ff.org.uk
or telephone 01780 781650.

Contains public sector information
licensed under the Open Government
Licence v3.0. 

A fairer deal:
Renting your
home during a
deployment

© MOD Crown Copyright 2017

A new-build Service family home at Lee-on-the-Solent.
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*Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer or discount. Selected lines are exempt.

Only valid on production of military identification in store or use of discount code online. Offer expires 31.12.17
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FORD FOCUS ST-LINE SHOWNAVAILABLE
WITH 15%CUSTOMER SAVING.
TO FINDOUTMORE,VISIT FORD.CO.UK/MILITARYSALES

Important information
Official fuel consumption figures in mpg (l/100km) for the Ford Focus ST-Line range: urban 33.2-67.3 (8.5-4.2), extra urban 60.1-83.1 (4.7-3.4), combined 46.3-74.3 (6.1-3.8). Official CO2 emissions 140-99g/km.
The mpg figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results (EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008), are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience.
*Military Saving programme available to current and ex-Service Personnel. Including veterans and retired members of the UK Armed Forces. Customer savings of 5% to 20% off the OTR price available across the
Ford range (excluding KA+, Mustang and Focus RS) on vehicles contracted from 1st January 2017 and 31st March 2017 and registered between 1st January 2017 and 30th September 2017. Retail customers only.
This promotion cannot be used in conjunction with other manufacturer promotions or incentives. At participating Ford dealers – for terms and conditions, including the eligibility criteria, eligible models and
customer savings visit: www.ford.co.uk/militarysales

LAND,SEAORAIR?
GETADISCOUNTONTHEROAD
CURRENT OR FORMER MILITARY PERSONNEL CAN SAVE UP TO 20%* ON A NEW FORD
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The three Families Federations and the Armed Forces Clinical Reference Group have been working with
NHS England on the GP online service, which allows you to access a range of services via your computer or
mobile. Once you have signed up, you will be able to:

• book or cancel appointments online with a GP or nurse
• renew or order repeat prescriptions online
• view parts of your GP health record, including information about medication, allergies, vaccinations, previous

illnesses and test results

Anyone registered with an NHS GP practice can register for this free service. In particular, it is recognised that access to this free
online service will bring huge additional benefits to service families who move frequently and may have to wait for the transfer of
their medical records, possibly in some cases impacting on the continuity of their care and treatment.

The workload of GP practices has increased hugely over the last ten years. Most GP practices offer online appointment
booking and repeat prescriptions but only four percent of repeat prescriptions are actually requested online. The
benefits of online services are not only that they reduce pressure on services and cuts administrative workload but
more importantly that it can improve patient access, be more convenient for patients and even has benefits for patient
safety by reducing prescription errors and allowing patients 24/7 access to their medical records. By 2020 the NHS aims
to enable all patients to view their medical records across all health and social care settings. By allowing patients greater
access to their medical records patients are empowered to understand and take control of their care.

Our collective Armed Forces group met recently with the NHS team
leading on the Digital Transformation of the NHS to undertake early
discussions of how their work could be rolled out to GP practices serving
large numbers of Service families. These discussions are at an early stage
but we will keep you updated as they progress. Any news will be shared
out amongst our eBULLETIN subscribers – it’s free and easy to sign up
online at raf-ff.org.uk/envoymagazine-subscribe.asp

More information
To find out more about the Digital Transformation of the NHS generally
and Patient Online, including a series of videos case studies which set out
the benefits to patients please visit their website:
england.nhs.uk/ourwork/pe/patient-online/about-the-
prog/po-public/ 

How to sign up for online
services
Simply get in touch with your surgery who will need
to check who you are and so be prepared to go in
with some photographic ID such as your passport
or driving licence. You will have to complete a short
form and you will then be issued with your login
details and the website address to use.

HEALTH & WELLBEING

Register now for
GP online services
By Jo Wilkinson, RAF FF Regional Covenant Manager

Repeat
prescriptions

online

GP
appointments

online

Online access to
detailed

information in GP
records
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We all experience family stress from 
time to time but when things get too 
much it’s diffi cult to know where to 
turn. The RAF Benevolent Fund is there 
to make life a little easier for Serving 
personnel with a wide range of welfare 
initiatives for couples and families.

Financial support
When things are tough fi nancially, every 
penny counts. The Fund stands ready to 
help in cases of fi nancial need through 
our Minor Financial Assistance Scheme, 
which the Chief Clerk runs on our behalf, 
or through the Committee process at 
Head Offi ce.

A break by the sea
Separation, frequent moves and long 
tours can take their toll on family life. 
Many RAF families face unique pressures 
and getting away from it all can make all 
the difference in being able to carry on 
and cope. 

To support serving RAF personnel, the 
RAF Benevolent Fund has four cottages 
on the south coast in Rustington, giving 
families, friends and couples a chance to 
relax and recuperate. 

The cottages provide modern, spacious 
accommodation and are wheelchair 
accessible with open plan living, and 
provide everything you need to get away 
from the pressures of service life. 

To fi nd out more or to book a break visit 
rafbf.org/cottages

Relationship support
The RAF Benevolent Fund is working 
with Relate to provide a range of services 
to help when home life is stressed or 
when relationships break down.

•Online support. Serving 
members of the RAF and their 
partners can access a free online 
course designed primarily for 
those who are in new relationships 
or experiencing a change to their 
situation, providing support before 
serious problems begin. This can 
be accessed at rafbf.relate.org.
uk and both partners can use 
this service, either together or 
individually. 

•Counselling. We will pay for 
up to six counselling sessions 
with Relate, which can either be 
face-to-face or via a web-based 
Live Chat. Call 0845 077 5556 
for fast track access to speak in 
confi dence to a trained Relate 
consultant or to access Live Chat 
visit relate.org.uk/raf

•Mediation. If you need mediation 
to resolve any issues in the case 
of a relationship breakdown, 
we can assist towards the cost 
of mediation services with an 
approved provider, including 
paying the full cost of an initial 
session and subsidising the cost 
for a standard package of further 
sessions. This reduces the need 

to gain legal advice and could save 
much larger legal fees, at a time of 
signifi cant fi nancial distress.

Support for parents and
RAF children
We’ve worked with RAF Community 
Support staff for years to enhance our vital 
support for parents and children, building 
Airplay play parks, refurbishing child care 
centres, and providing Airplay youth 
support workers on or near RAF stations. 

More recently we have launched new 
initiatives for RAF families on or near RAF 
stations including:

• Ben Parenting. Helping to fund 
low cost courses for RAF parents on 
tackling everyday challenging behaviour 
amongst children.

• Ben Play. Low cost activity-based 
courses for parents and children on 
how to get the most out of play.

• Ben Clubs. Building on the popularity 
of Airplay, Ben Clubs provide new youth 
support services for 5-8 year olds.

Station grants
We also help by providing a range of 
grants to RAF stations to help well-being 
and morale, such as those to support 
Station Families Days, the provision of 
station cinemas, help in buying furniture 
for communal areas and many more. 

Please visit rafbf.org for further 
information or to contact us. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING

At the
heart of the
RAF family
By Kam Kaur, Senior Marketing
Executive at the RAF Benevolent Fund

Images © RAFBF
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STORES NATIONWIDE | COTSWOLDOUTDOOR.COM

NEW YEAR
NEW ADVENTURES

15% DISCOUNT*

FOR ARMED FORCES PERSONNEL, IN STORE AND ONLINE
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

Holiday
adventures
on the
Sealand Flyer
The ‘Sealand Flyer’ is a six
berth narrowboat located on
the Llangollen Canal. From its
junction with the Shropshire
Canal on the Cheshire Plain, all
the way up to its navigable limit
in the northern Welsh hills, the
Llangollen Canal combines all the
elements of a beautiful scenic
cruise with an unforgettably
spectacular adventure. Start
your canal boat holiday on the
Llangollen’s English side and
your journey carries you through
lush green countryside against a
backdrop of purple Welsh hills
rising in the distance and on
into a wonderful world of deep
vegetation and mossy pastures.

As you cross high over the
bubbling River Ceiriog on the
70ft high Chirk Aqueduct and follow
the canal underground through the
459 yard long Chirk Tunnel. The
Llangollen Canal wends its way
through hills and ancient woodlands
until it brings you face to face with
the most spectacular of the seven
wonders of the waterways the
majestic Pontcysyllte Aqueduct –
1000ft long and looking down
on the valley of the River Dee,
120ft below. Past Pontcysyllte
the Llangollen canal narrows and
limestone cliffs soar above until
you reach Llangollen, home to
the beautiful Horseshoe Falls and
the last stage of your wonderful

adventure on the
Llangollen Canal.

The Sealand Flyer
can be hired by
any member of the
Armed Services
from £350 Friday
afternoon until Monday
morning or £650 for a
full week.

Equipped with a
bathroom with shower,
kitchen with cooker,
microwave, hob and
fridge. Dining area,
lounge with TV and
stereo system. Central
heating throughout and
bedding is provided.

For information on
availability and booking
call 07448 532784 or
email
LEE-SealandFlyer@
mod.gov.uk 
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Your Financial Ally Call Us 00 800 00 01 02 03
0044 (0)345 658 1140
www.forcesmutual.org

PMGI Limited (PMGI) is registered in England & Wales No. 1073408. The registered office of PMGI is Alexandra House, Queen Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire WS13 6QS.
Mortgage Excellence Plc (MEX) is registered in England & Wales No. 3527577. Stuart Harvey Insurance Brokers Limited (SHIB) is registered in England & Wales No 4224318.

The registered office of MEX andSHIB is Globe House, 24 Turret Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 1DL. ‘Forces Mutual’ is the trading name and brand for PMGI, MEX and SHIB.
Universal International Freephone Number (UIFN) - local connection charges may apply, please check with your telephone provider. Calls to 03 numbers usually cost no

more than to geographic numbers (01 or 02) and are usually included in call packages, please check with your phone company if they are included in your package.FM1921
(0117)

Your
Financial

Ally

Kit Insurance
Car Insurance
Life Insurance
Travel Insurance

Service Funds
Home & Contents
Personal Accident
Reserve Forces

ISA & Savings
Mortgage
Forces Travel

For an informal chat contact us today! Our range of products & services include:

Weunderstand the needs of the Armed Forces andwe source themost cost
effective and comprehensive cover possible on a wide range of products.

Our passion and commitment is to deliver the best
possible service to our customers. As a not for
profit organisationwe try hard to be apositive force
in the military community and offer a wide range of
products and services including travel, holidays and
discounts on the things you love.

We can also help spouses and veterans to start their
own businesses.

We have branches across the UK, Germany and
Cyprus and as amutual groupwe exist only to
improve the lives of the Armed Forces and those
connected to them
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Nestled in the heart of the New
Forest, is Hampshire County
Council’s Tile Barn Outdoor Centre,
which many don’t realise has a unique
and special military history.

For over 100 years, Tile Barn has proudly
held a connection to supporting the
Armed Forces from the UK and overseas.

Now, thanks to great collaborative work
across the region over the past five years,
Tile Barn’s historic role of offering respite
for the Armed Forces has been renewed
with the construction of 20 wooden
camping pods – the Poppy Pod village –
near Brockenhurst.

History
The War Office chose the Tile Barn site
in Brockenhurst as a World War I hospital
centre due to its proximity to south coast
ports and railway connections.

In 1915, almost 3,000 soldiers from
the Indian Army Corps were treated

at the site’s Lady Hardinge Hospital,
a 500 bed tented and galvanized
hospital known to the locals as
"Tin Town".

In January 1916, the hospital site
became the No.1 New Zealand
General Hospital where over 21,000
New Zealand casualties were treated
until 1919. Sadly, 93 New Zealanders,
3 Indians and 1 Australian died, and their
graves in the churchyard of nearby St
Nicholas’ church are maintained to this
day by the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission.

Inspiration
The creation of the Poppy Pod village
was inspired by the BBC programme
‘The Choir’ with Gareth Malone,
which provided an insight into the
fears and isolation of military wives as
their husbands and partners served in
Afghanistan. The Military Wives attracted
national attention, propelling them to a
Christmas number one record in 2011.

Many were inspired by their journey
including Enda Ryan, Head of Hampshire
County Council’s Outdoor Centres. Enda
explains: “What struck me the most about

HEALTH & WELLBEING

The Poppy Pod village
Hampshire
County
Council’s
legacy to
Armed Service
personnel
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the programme was how lonely the wives
had previously felt and how the choir gave
them a sense of community. It was a place
for them to share their experiences with
other women they could relate to, but in
a positive joyful way.

“I wanted to re-create that feeling of
community for military families at Tile
Barn, building on its military history, its
adventure activities and camping, and
offer a special place for them in the heart
of the New Forest.”

Enda revealed: “This has been a labour of
love for me, and we wouldn’t be where
we are today if it wasn’t for the generous
support from the military and local
communities and the staff at Tile Barn.
This project offers a welcome respite
for our serving armed forces men and
women, veterans and their families, to
take a well-deserved family break in one
of the most beautiful spots in the country.”

Poppy Pods
The solar-powered and accessible Poppy
Pods offer free holiday and respite
facilities for service personnel, veterans
and their families. The village was funded
by £250,000 from the Armed Forces
Community Covenant Grant scheme and
£50,000 from the Brockenhurst branch
of the Royal British Legion. Each Poppy
Pod is named after a battle from Amiens
to Ypres, and pine seeds from Gallipoli
have been planted nearby.

New Zealand High Commissioner, Sir
Lockwood Smith, visited the Poppy Pods in
June 2016 when he unveiled a stained glass
window at St Nicholas’ Church, depicting
troops treated with a map of New Zealand.

The following month, HRH the Duchess of
Cornwall officially opened the Poppy Pods
by unveiling a poppy shaped plaque, in front
of many organisations which had made
them a reality. Representatives from the
Royal British Legion, Military Wives Choir
and the wider Armed Forces community
and its supporters attended too.

Since Spring 2016, the Poppy Pods have
so far seen 3,300 bookings from Armed
Forces personnel and veterans, with this
figure set to grow as more families travel
to experience the Pods for themselves.

County Council Leader, Councillor Roy
Perry, added: “This project not only has
links to the past, but offers an important

and welcome break for the Armed Forces,
many of whom have experienced conflict.
We have received wonderful and heartfelt
messages from military families who have
stayed at the Poppy Pods, who appreciate
our gesture of giving something back
to the Armed Forces community. The
Poppy Pods are an important part of the
County Council's legacy in recognising and
remembering the sacrifices made by our
Armed Forces personnel.”

The Tile Barn experience
Tile Barn has been a camping and outdoor
centre since the early 1970s and was
set up to provide cost effective outdoor
residential experiences to school children
in Hampshire. The site can cater for up
to 350 young people in fully equipped
campsites, up to 80 in the Poppy Pod
Village and a 37 bedded bunkhouse facility
for schools and Duke of Edinburgh groups.

Visitors can enjoy taking part in activities
including archery; canoeing and kayaking;
climbing; high ropes; low ropes;
orienteering; shelter building; mountain
biking and woodland walks.

Book your stay
If you’re tempted to stay in a Poppy Pod,
Tile Barn Outdoor Centre’s website has
an information pack, a video all about the
Poppy Pods and you can also make an
online booking. 
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take to the air for the
Fundraisers

RAF AssociationWhen Bryony Fuller jumped out of an
aeroplane to raise money for the RAF
Association, she stepped into the shoes
of the RAF Falcons Parachute Display
team – literally. Bryony’s own slip-on
shoes were not appropriate for the fall
from 12,000 feet so one of the Falcons
whipped off his lace-up trainers!

Bryony was one of eight fundraisers who
volunteered to do a sponsored parachute
jump over Hinton-in-the Hedges airfield
in Northamptonshire. Once again, the
Falcons were on hand to take them on
the tandem skydives. Four members
of 1440 (Shoreham-by-Sea) Squadron
ATC were among those who took part,
along with two of the team from the
Association’s Leicester headquarters.

The jump was a particular
challenge for 64-year-old Bryony

OF INTEREST

Bryony Fuller (right) with

her son, George. © RAFA 

who suffered serious spinal injuries
in a fall in 2008. Her doctor,
physiotherapist, son George and
daughter Claire told her to ‘go for
it’. George drove up from London
to support his mum from the ground
but was persuaded to extend that
support by jumping alongside her!

Like all the fundraisers once they were
back on the ground, she searched for
the words to sum up her experience:
“Gee whizzaroo! Fantastic! It was totally
and completely mad! Thank you to the
Falcons and thank you everyone who
has given money to us to support the
wonderful RAF Association.”

Congratulations are also due to seven
fantastic wing walkers, who took
raising money to new heights, as
they were strapped to the top of a
1940s biplane. The wing walks lasted
approximately 12 minutes and the
pilot performed a series of flypasts,
zoom climbs, steep dives and banks,
while our daredevil fundraisers hung
on tight.

The wing walkers have to date
raised around £3,000 and the skydivers
almost £4,000. If this has inspired you
to take on a challenge and raise funds,
then contact jules@rafa.org.uk or
call 0800 0182 361. 
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OF INTEREST

The Wings series is about children who go back into
the past to fly great RAF planes of history: the Sopwith
Camel, Spitfire and the current Eurofighter Typhoon.
Author, Tom Palmer has offered us a set to give away in
this issue’s prize draw. Tom shares his story…

I didn’t go looking to write a series about children from RAF
families: the idea came looking for me. In the shape of RAF
children themselves.

I was working with Albrighton Primary, a school very near RAF
Cosford. The plan was to go into the school and talk to the
children about reading for pleasure. But, as well as talking to
children, you have to listen. And these children wanted to tell
me about their lives. About their mums and dads working on
the base, or about being deployed. What it was like being in a
forces family. And why, they wanted to know, were there no
stories about forces children being written by people like me?

At the time I’d just started writing a series about a school rugby
team. I needed something more for the books. Sport is not
enough for a book. I didn’t need to think twice about it. Why
not make my rugby books about children who had parents in
the RAF? Give the Albrighton children what they wanted?

I asked the children if they’d help me. I told the teachers and
some of the parents what I wanted to do. Could they help me?
Because there was no point in me writing the books without
their support.

They couldn’t have been more helpful.

Getting to work

I’ll never forget that afternoon sitting in a school staff room
listening to RAF parents telling me about their lives. Then their

children coming in and hearing about it from them too. How did
they feel when a parent was deployed? What was it like when
they had to move on to another school? What didn’t I know
about their lives that I needed to know? It was deeply moving. I
felt a massive responsibility to tell their story. And properly.

I worked most of what the RAF families told me that afternoon
into my Rugby Academy series. And, once I had written the first
drafts, I showed the families the stories and they told me where
I’d got it wrong. And right. Eventually Combat Zone, Surface to
Air and Deadlocked were published in 2015.

We launched the books at the nearby RAF museum. I gave
everyone copies of the books. I dedicated the first book to the
school. There was even cake. It was the least I could do.

Because writing those books led to me being taken on as the
RAF Museums’ Writer in Residence. I now work with the
museum to create stories and events that will help visitors get
more out of their visits to the museum.

That led to me writing another three RAF related books – and
finding a publisher.

That’s six RAF books for children and counting. You can find out
more about my work with the RAF Museums at
http://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/schools-and-
colleges/writer-in-residence.aspx.

Tom Palmer is the author of 40 books for children.
www.tompalmer.co.uk and is offering his ‘Wings’ series (all
3 books) as a prize to Envoy readers. To enter the draw,
simply complete the tear off slip and send it in to Caroline
Woodward, Envoy Competition, RAF Families Federation,
13-15 St Georges Road, Wittering, Peterborough PE8 6DL
by midday on Friday 26th May 2017. 

Envoy Magazine Competition

To enter the prize draw to win the Wings Series by Tom Palmer, simply complete the
following details and send in by midday on Friday 26th May

Please note the books are suitable for children aged between 8 and 10 years of age.

Name: .......................................................................................................................................

Address:....................................................................................................................................

Postcode: ..................................................................................................................................

Telephone (only if we have problems with your address): .........................................................

We will not share your information with any other organisation(s) as we take the safety and
security of our RAF families seriously.

Great Reading for
Our Young Families
By Tom Palmer
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A life-changing education is closer than you think.

www.habs-monmouth.org/forces

PAY ONLY 10% OF THE FEES, AROUND £900 PER TERM*
*This applies to Service Families who are eligible for the Continuity of Education Allowance, entering the School 2017/18.

Additional means-tested support, subject to availability, may be offered to families who lose the CEA.

MONMOUTH SCHOOL AND
HABERDASHERS’ MONMOUTH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
with boarding from 7

Amelia, Harvard University.
Tom, Oxford University.
Both received Wycliffe Scholarships. wycliffe.co.uk

Nurturing Potential
Co-educational from 2-18 Day and boarding

Nursery Prep School Senior School Sixth Form

* Terms and conditions apply

School fees fixed
at CEA +10% of the
school fees – there
is no more to pay.*
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Igniting passion for life and learning

A Top Small
Independent

School
for highest A level

results
The Telegraph

Open Day 17th June 11am - 2pm

Boarding and day school for girls and boys aged 11-18
Kingham, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, OX7 6TH

T: +44 (0) 1608 658999 or E: admissions@kinghamhill.org
to request a prospectus and arrange a visit.
www.kinghamhill.org.uk

Pay only 10% of fees -
for HM Forces & UK
Diplomatic Services with
full CEA entitlement.
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We are curious
We are authors

We are scientists
We are active thinkers

We are historians
We are courageous
We are academic
We aremusicians
We are sporting

We are future-smart
We are independent

We are creative
We aremathematicians

We are innovative

#WeAreFSM
What do youwant to be?

An independent boarding and day
school for boys and girls aged 3-13
Fordingbridge, Hants, SP6 1NS
01425 653181
www.fsmschool.com

Weare having anOpenMorning, Saturday 18thMarch, 10am-12noon
We are also going to be at the Boarding Schools Fair

Joint Services Command& Staff College, Shrivenham,

Thursday 23rd February, 3.30pm -6.30pm

Military
Discounts 
Available

Students thrive at
StJohn’sCollege

Located in Portsmouth, we have
educated children from service
families formany years.
Our school fees are fixed at CEA and
10%of the school fee, and amilitary
discount of 10%will be provided to
the children of servingmilitary families
who do not receive CEA funding.

Open
Event

Sat18March
9.30am–12.30pm

Contact us to book your place:

02392815118
info@stjohnscollege.co.uk
www.stjohnscollege.co.uk

Co-educational, day & boarding school for 3-18 years in South East England

Full boarding from 7 to 18 years

Warm and supportive family ethos

Strong academic results at 11+, GCSE and A Level

Modern en-suite boarding accommodation

Fast train only 75 minutes from London

HM Forces personnel in receipt of
CEA pay only 10% of the boarding fee

T: 01843 572931
E: admissions@slcuk.com
College Road, Ramsgate, Kent CT11 7AE

www.slcuk.com
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Hethersett Old Hall School
Independent day school for girls 3-18 and boys 3-11 with boarding for girls from 9

www.hohs.co.uk enquiries@hohs.co.uk
Hethersett Old Hall School Norwich Road Hethersett NR9 3HY

Looking for an excellent, all-round education foryour daughter? Explore what we have to offer atour happy, successful day and boarding school,set in 16 acres of lovely grounds in Norfolk.
l Small class sizes, individual learning
l High academic success rates
l Full, weekly or flexible boarding
l Generous 15% discount for forces families -pay less than £800 per term for a full seniorboarding place if you qualify for CEA
Call Linda Jones, Registrar, on +44 (0)1603 810390to enquire or to book a personal tour for your family.

STEP INSIDE
AN EDUCATION FOR LIFE

Open Days from Nursery to Sixth Form: Saturday 18 March; Tuesday 23 May | admissions@lincolnminsterschool.co.uk

SUNDAY TIMES
TOP 100

INDEPENDENT
PREPARATORY

SCHOOL
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Shaftesbury, Dorset SP7 9LP
+44 (0)1747 852416
enquiries@stmarys.eu

Individually
known,
Individually
nurtured.
Boarding & day school
for girls aged 9 - 18

Come and find out more
at our Open Morning on
Friday 10th March 2017

www.stmarys.eu

Shaftesbury, Dorset SP7 9LP   

enquiries@stmarys.eu

Individually 

Individually 
nurtured.nurtured.
Boarding & day school 
for girls aged 9 - 18

Come and find out more
Open Morning on Open Morning

Friday 10th March 2017

www.stmarys.eu

• Full Boarding/Day • Outstanding rural setting
• Centrally located with good road/rail/air access

Northamptonshire, NN6 9JG Tel 01604 686234
headmaster@maidwellhall.co.uk www.maidwellhall.co.uk

Boarding and Day for 7-13 year old boys and girls
MAIDWELL HALL

Independent Day and Boarding
Education for Boys and Girls aged 7 – 18

For more information or to arrange a school visit please contact Mrs Margaret Stephens (Admissions Registrar)
on 01874 615440 or email admissions@christcollegebrecon.com

School transport service to Heathrow with stop-offs along M4 corridor at
Exeats and School holidays.
Current Forces parents offer a buddy scheme offering advice on
choosing a school for your child.
Many years experience of educating and nurturing Forces children.
A close community where everyone counts and warmth and support purvey.

10%

Forces Discount

available

Saturday 25th March 9.30pm until 12 noon

Christ College Brecon

open
morning

Meet Senior staff and pupils and tour the
school as you see Christ College at its best.
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Brilliance across the board. Join us.

AdventureAwaits

msmcollege.com

Call01246433 388 for details

Mount St Mary’s College is a leading day and boarding senior school and sixth form in the heart of England.

BoardingatMountStMary’sCollege
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Burford School
Founded 1571

An outstanding day and boarding school for students aged 11-18

‘One of the top 90 schools in England’
Minister of State for Schools -2015

• High quality boarding on the edge ofthe Cotswolds• Wide range of GCSE, ‘A’ Level andBTEC courses• Extensive range of extra -curricularactivities• Termly fees: £3,300 - no tuition feesVisitors welcome by appointment
www.burford.oxon.sch.uk 01993 823303 (Day School) OX18 4PL 01993 823283 (Boarding) OX18 4RP

Unlocking potential | Inspiring futures

BROOKES CAMBRIDGE. THE INDEPENDENT DAY & BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BOYS & GIRLS FROM 3 YEARS OLD
ISI “Outstanding” rated Nursery | Small Class Sizes | Countryside Setting | New Boarding House | Full, Weekly, Flexi Boarding

20% Discount for RAF Families & a Further 20% Discount on Additional Sibling Fees

brookescambridge.org | admissions@brookescambridge.org | 01284 760531

We prepare students
to be the global citizens

of the future
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Sporting Partnerships with:

BROOKE C. C.

■ Extensive choice at GCSE and A Level
■ Small class sizes
■ Outstanding regional and national

sporting partnerships
■ Combined Cadet Force

■ Excellent learning support
■ Diverse range of extra-curricular activities
■ Fleet of 28 Langley mini buses covering

Norfolk and Suffolk
■ Scholarships and Bursaries available

l a n g l eys c h o o l .c o.u k

For more information please contac t:
admis sions @la ngleysc hool.co.u k or c all u s on: 01508 520210

Passionate about sport
Serious about education

Langley is a vibrant, friendly, co-educational day and boarding school for
11-18 year olds. The school is set in a beautiful 110 acre estate with outstanding

facilities just ten miles south east of Norwich.



Join
today

| Injured Serving Personnel
| Struggling RAF Families
| Lonely Veterans

RAFheroes
need you

Please help us care for and
support the RAF family

in your local area
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When you become amember of the RAF Association you
help us support RAF heroes when they need usmost.

Support RAF heroes from just £8.50 a year.
You can enjoy the camaraderie of your local branch – including
social events, RAF discussions and volunteering opportunities.
Everyone is welcome, whether you served, or simply want to
support the RAF family.

0800 018 2361 | rafa.org.uk/join
Please join today. Thank you.

Patron: Her Majesty The Queen
Registered Charity 226686 (England & Wales). SC037673 (Scotland).



Queen
Victoria
School

Raising to
Distinction
Admissions Deadline
15 Jan each year
Queen Victoria School in
Dunblane is a co-educational
boarding school for the children
of UK Armed Forces personnel
who are Scottish, or who have
served in Scotland or who have
been members of a Scottish
regiment.

The QVS experience encourages
and develops well-rounded,
confident individuals in an
environment of stability
and continuity.

The main entry point is into
Primary 7 and all places are fully
funded for tuition and boarding
by the Ministry of Defence.

Families are welcome to find out
more by contacting Admissions
on +44 (0) 131 310 2927
to arrange a visit.

Queen Victoria School
Dunblane Perthshire
FK15 0JY

www.qvs.org.uk
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